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Abstract 
Dialogue  is widely used in the world of literature science, scientifically established, with the expressive function category. The 
importance and expressive function of the dialogue in the literature has been determined in the scientific centre and in the general 
public. Concerning the folklore dialogue, there hasn’t been many research works on the considerable functions of the dialogue in 
the most folklore genre literature. Methods of research systematically, complex analyzes, comparative-typological collection, 
summary methods have been used. Our aim is to determine the expressive functions of the dialogue in folklore, considering the 
ways of development of this subject. Advising words in the zhyr, threatening words, scaring words, fearful words, edifying, 
sorrowing words, saying goodbye, and etc. elements that show the feelings of characters always appear in the forms of dialogue.  
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One of the most distinguishing peculiarities of the epos dialogue is batyr’s (heroe’s) talk to the animals, 
especially to his horse. In the eposes it is clearly shown the talks of batyr to the horse, bird, lion, dragon and other 
mysterious characters, as well as development of the plot.    
Advising words in the zhyr, threatening words, scaring words, fearful words, edifying, sorrowing words, saying 
goodbye, and etc. elements that show the feelings of characters always appear in the forms of dialogue. Of course 
sorrowing, regretting, edifying look like monologue externally. Nevertheless the research takes into the 
consideration that, these kinds of words are expressed in the forms of the dialogue, in the meaning of the dialogue. 
These forms have been used in the lyrical zhyr (poems). 
B. Rakhimov who has been studying the poetics of historical zhyr writes: “The actions of the heroes of the real 
historical epos come true mostly in dialogues and monologues” (Rakhimov, 2000, p. 148), and continues his ideas: 
“There are lots of dialogues during actions in the historical zhyrs. These principles in the epos duel which can be 
seen in the historical zhyr is one of the peculiarities of motive” (Rakhimov, 2000, p. 207).   
O. Nurmaganbetova researched linguistic expressive characters of “Kobylandy batyr” zhyr: “Besides traditional 
repetitions in the dialogues there are rhymes in exclamation and questions. It is linked to the thoughts of the 
character, to his psychological position.” (Poetics of  Kazakh Folklore, 2001, p. 108). 
From the introduction of the Kazakh heroe epos to the climax of the plot the stories are impressed on the word- 
motives. 
 
2. Method 
 
Methods of research systematically, complex analyzes, comparative-typological collection, summary methods 
have been used. The research work was based on theoretical points and conclusions of domestic leading scientists 
and foreign scientists. Dealing with the types of folklore we have taken into consideration the theoretical ideas on 
the group dialogue of V.Radlov, V.Ya.Propp, B.N.Putilov, V.P.Anikin, A.N.Veselovski, M.Bakhtin, Yu.G.Kruglov, 
N.S.Leskov, A.N.Garkavets.    
 
3. Discussion 
 
The peculiar functions of the dialogue come across in the poem-zhyr on marriage customs. Some scientists 
compare marriage customs and traditions with theatre performances. There are some reasons for it. The first reason, 
is that we are not mistaken if we say that people’s ability to psychological and physiological character of tradition. 
Nevertheless if we consider the custom zhyr drama folklore it is obvious drama that has dialogues. But how the 
dialogue is shown? So we have been looking for the answers to it. The scientists M.Bakhtin, B.Uakhatov, 
G.Bolatova have shown the drama signs of the folklore in their researches. 
Farewell party of the marrying daughter (kyz uzatu) includes such kinds of poem-dialogues as zhar-zhar, syngsu 
which are performed in chorus by the participants of the celebration. There is a proverb. “Toi” (wedding celebration) 
is treasure of Kazakh. The fun of the “toi” depends on the ability of “toi” fellow and the girls (Those who conduct 
the celebration ceremony). There is a song “toi bastar” which is performed in the form of the monologue, starts the 
celebration. Nevertheless there are also the forms of the dialogue of “toi bastar”. It consists of  “toi” conducting girls 
and fellows’ song words and chorus of the participants which are performed in turn.  
K.Islamzhanuly wrote: “… in the chorus “toi bastar” … the main forms of single performed “toi bastar” are kept. 
But girls’ song is devoted to the marrying girl and her parents and the fellows’ song calming down the girl praises 
the fellow” (Islamzhanuly, 2007, p. 137). The nature of such songs show us the pair duel scene. 
A.N.Veselovski wrote: “The most ancient performance of the song accompanied with the music and actions, was 
in the forms of chorus come across in some phenomenon of modern poetics” (Veselovski, 1989, p. 81). 
Thus we can state that the dialogues in the folklore heritage have the same content but with different peculiarities 
in each people. 
The dialogue of the fellow and the girl in “zhar-zhar” is performed in the form of the song. But the dialogue is 
not clear. The girl doesn’t give the exact answer to the fellow’s question. She tells only her own sorrow. The 
researcher M.Zharmukhameduly gave the reasons of it. “These songs - dialogues don’t keep the logical connection 
and structural content” (Zharmukhamedov, 1990, p. 10). But the peculiarity of zhar-zhar is in this. Dialogue is not 
the result of the art fight, not a word competition; it is dedicated to perform the customs, traditions and wishes. But it 
has own poetical form concerning the marriage customs with its music and answer-dialogue.   
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Zhar-zhar is performed as word competition of two, chorus, as well as two groups (fellows and girls), singing 
songs by two or chorus. It has many structures. But every type is implemented through the dialogue. The basis of it 
lies in the ancient pair fight, states K.Islamzhanuly (Islamzhanuly, 2007, p. 139). 
The repetition of the word “zhar-zhar” is its main peculiarity. It is the form of the dialogue. “Poem in the form of 
dialogue, called “zhar-zhar”, this word is repeated in each line has a great importance” – states the researcher of 
aitys genre M.Zharmukhameduly (Zharmukhamedov, 1990, p. 9).   
 Dialogue is not only in the form the poems it is also a musical song. This dialogue is learned words, only some 
words change time to time. The first two lines are not on the topic, it is the introduction to the main lines, but it must 
be well rhymed. We must point that these dialogues are easy to learn and fun.  
The words of the poet through “zhar-zhar” makes the listeners cry, sympathize with the girl, and share her 
sorrow and unhappiness. This shows that “zhar-zhar” is the main traditional repertoire of marriage custom (Abil, 
2000, p. 39). Psychological character of man is expressed by the dialogue. Their different feelings and characters, 
behaviors can be shown in this dialogue. 
“Syngsu” is a cry song comes across in Russian, Bashkurt, Polish, Check and Bulgarian folklore, about that there 
are works of D.M.Medrish, Yu.M. Sokolov, V.P.Anikin. They can be compared with Kazakh “syngsu”, in the result 
they have different names but similar meanings.    
Kazakh “syngsu” song starts with the marrying girl’s farewell to her mother and other women. “Syngsu” also has 
a tradition of singing in chorus. It is mainly in the form of the monologue, as well as in the forms of dialogue. 
“Syngsu” is a marrying girl’s farewell song, she will miss her home, country, relatives, parents, friends. It has its 
own music. In general it is formed as a narrative. In some cases young people answer to this narrative song and form 
a dialogue. K.Islamzhanuly writes: It is important to show that “zhar-zhar”, “syngsu” and farewell songs are all 
given in the forms of the dialogue” (Kaskabasov, 1984, p. 86). When “syngsu” is sung all young people with poetic 
ability try to show their best. It is the dialogue which is started by two groups of the girls and the fellows.  
One of the Kazakh “zhyr” concerning the way of life traditions and customs is “betashar”. It doesn’t concern our 
research directly, but we can show the examples of the dialogue in it. There is a close connection between the 
listener and a performer. It is not unexpected opinion. For example K. Islamzhanuly writes: “Even “betashar” has a 
character of the dialogue; it is not difficult to find out the dialogue between the performer and the bride, between the 
performer and the public in the form of gesture” (Islamzhanuly, 2007, p. 129-130).  
“Betashar” is a beautiful scene of Kazakh tradition. Well upbringing of the bride is introduced with these 
wonderful words. Edifying words accepted by the bride with the help of gesture is a dialogue relation. 
Lyrical works include the group of poems on burial ceremonies (estirtu, konil aitu, zhoktau). They also have 
drama elements. In general these poems are performed among the crowd, but they don’t contain dialogue scenes.   
Ulyk zhyrshy informed Shyngys khan about the death of his son Zhoshy in the form of the dialogue; S. 
Kaskabasov described it thoroughly in his monograph “Kazakh People’s Folklore” (Bolatova, 1997, p. 136-137). 
Formed in the form of the dialogue “Kozy Korpesh-Bayan sulu” zhyr can serve as an example; there is a scene of 
informing the death of Sarybay to his wife. 
This example of death informing can give an opportunity to realize the bad news gradually. Thus it prepares the 
people to share the unhappiness. 
  We have noticed that “konil aitu”, “estirtu” is formed in dialogue, “zhoktau” is narrative. It is sometimes 
performed in poems and sometimes in simple words. They are not in the forms of aitys as “zhar-zhar” or “badik” 
they are performed in the forms of questions and answers. These kinds of dialogue contain sad, sorrowful words. 
G.Zh.Bolatova writes: “It is true, that some of these poems “konil aitu”, “estirtu”  “aryzdasu” and poems of 
burial ceremony are performed in rhyme. Lullaby and nursery rhymes are also formed in dialogues, and performed 
by heart” (Abylkasymov, 1993, p. 8).  
“Badik” poems devoted to way of life, have a great importance in Kazakh life. At first they had other objectives, 
later it was obvious they were performed for pleasure. So rich in feelings young people performed “badik” poem in 
the forms of aitys in the parties.    
People divide into two groups, perform “olen aitys”. In addition to it, dialogue expresses not only the human 
problems but also used to eliminate the animal diseases.  Poems devoted to healing from bites of snake, spider, 
karakurt, and other poisonous insects are “badik zhyr”. 
B.Abylkasymov: “In the texts of “badik” dialogue there are no names of the girl and the fellow, it differs from 
“aitys”. The girl and the fellow in “badik” are not members of the art competition; they are just traditional custom 
performers” (History of Kazakh literature, 2008, p. 40). This dialogue is performed not only by the girl and the 
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fellow, all participants of the party can perform it on their own way. At the end of the song the words “kosh” and 
“badik” are often repeated that shows the dialogue words are easy to learn by heart.  
Badik dialogue is based on music; it gives more expressive character to it. While watching it we remember the 
stage performance.  
 
4. Conclusion  
 
The importance and functions of the dialogue in folklore have been dealt scientifically; peculiarities of the 
dialogue between the listener and performer have been determined; dialogue in folklore is performed by three sides, 
exactly zhyr, zhyrau or zhyrshy (performer) and listener; as well as to increase the events through the dialogue, 
development of events and expressing the human characters in the dialogues have been considered; dialogues in the 
life way zhyr and aitys in the forms of chorus, poem words, answers to poems in simple words and the peculiarities 
of their formation have been analyzed; in dialogue the ideas of the participants  caused the climax of their relations 
by another person have been studied, dialogues in folklore have been the aim of the research expressing the feelings 
of participants, their reactions (not by words), mechanisms of not only speakers but listeners;  the intonation wealth, 
emotional speech of the dialogue come across in the research;  analyzing the sentences in the folklore dialogue has 
given more opportunity to study question-answer dialogue. 
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